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BEST OF THE YEAR NODS FROM AMAZON, THE WASHINGTON POST, AND USA TODAY'S POP
CANDY BLOG! "For years I've encountered Lisa Hanawalt's comics and illustrations piecemeal -- in various
magazines and periodicals.
My Dirty Dumb Eyes introduces Lisa Hanawalt as a first-rank cartoonist/humorist/stalker for an audience that
likes its humor idiosyncratic, at times anthropomorphic or scatological, often uncomfortable, and always sharp
witted.
In 2013, Drawn and Quarterly published My Dirty Dumb Eyes, Hanawalt's "one-woman anthology" of comics
and illustrations, including previously-commissioned works.
My Dirty Dumb Eyes introduces Lisa Hanawalt as a first-rank cartoonist/humorist/stalker for an audience that
likes its humor idiosyncratic, at times anthropomorphic or scatological, often uncomfortable, and always sharp
witted.
Lisa was raised in Palo Alto, California, and graduated from UCLA with an art degree in 2006. She currently
lives in New York with a female dog and a male comedian.
Cartoonist Lisa Hanawalt talks to CBR about 'My Dirty Dumb Eyes,' a new collection of her work, her
nomination for a James Beard Award, her eclectic career and the origin of the book's title.
Ever used an eggbeater as a marital aid? When she ends this travelogue with the realization that "we can't play
all day with toys like we used to," one gets the sense that her work is an attempt ...
Well, no matter which of those people you are, you can be glad that Lisa Hanawalt’s first book is out this
month. It’s called My Dirty Dumb Eyes and it is exactly as weird, obscene, hilarious ...
"My Dirty Dumb Eyes is a zero-attention-span assemblage of surreal one-page drawings, clusters of gag
cartoons ("How We Can Tell Martha Stewart's Drunk"), short comics stories, illustrated movie reviews and
garish stoner tableaus.
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